WALKING IN TRUTH
Dear Ones, we are going to talk a lot about walking.
What does it mean to walk? Does everyone walk at the same pace? Does everyone
walk on the same path?
The walking that we are going to talk about is walking on a spiritual path.
Along this path are signposts, these signposts give directions and are there to show you
that it is the correct path for you. You will eventually get to where you are heading.
Many of you have been walking this path for a very long time and you are growing
weary as this path is getting harder.
We say to you it only appears to be getting harder. You are doing such a wonderful job
at walking this path you forget how far you have come and how much you have
changed. We say do not give up now.
Your Truth is something that you held on to when you first began your journey. It may
have been very different than those around you, friends, family etc. But you did not care
that you were taking a different path. To you it was enlightenment! It all made sense,
did it not?
You now look back and some of your friends and relatives have been left behind but
look how many decided to make the journey with you! You are shining your light for so
many to see and they are seeing and they also are Walking in their Truth.
Everyone walks at a different pace. Some are becoming more enlightened faster than
others. Some are “seeing”, some are “hearing” and some are “doing” more than
others. But does this mean that they are better than you? No it does not! It means that
they are walking at a different pace. Some have had many lives where they travelled
on many spiritual paths and so in this incarnation when awakened they “remembered”
these spiritual gifts that they practiced in past lives.
What are the signs that you are all on the same path? The signs are that you are all
united in the same cause, you have all opened your heart to God and you have all
recognised that you are part of God. You are all helping with Mother Earth’s Ascension
and your own.
The symbols given to help you, Walk in your Truth will be planted over your Light Body
especially in the Crown, Third Eye and Heart Chakras.
These symbols will clarify your Truth. These will light the way of your Spiritual Path which is
based on your Truth.
Allow us to give you these blessed symbols to help you to continue walking in your Truth.
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To be drawn over the Crown, Third Eye and Heart Chakra’s
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